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Abstract

Irrelevant speech effect (ISE) is defined as a decrement in visually presented digit-list short-term
memory performance due to exposure to irrelevant auditory material. Perhaps the most successful
theoretical explanation of the effect is the changing state hypothesis. This hypothesis explains the
effect in terms of confusion between amodal serial order cues, and represents a view based on the
interference caused by the processing of similar order information of the visual and auditory mate-
rials. An alternative view suggests that the interference occurs as a consequence of the similarity
between the visual and auditory contents of the stimuli. An important argument for the former view
is the observation that ISE is almost exclusively observed in tasks that require memory for serial
order. However, most short-term memory tasks require that both item and order information be
retained in memory. An ideal task to investigate the sensitivity of maintenance of serial order to irrel-
evant speech would be one that calls upon order information but not item information. One task that
is particularly suited to address this issue is serial recognition. In a typical serial recognition task, a
list of items is presented and then probed by the same list in which the order of two adjacent items
has been transposed. Due to the re-presentation of the encoding string, serial recognition requires
primarily the serial order to be maintained while the content of the presented items is deemphasized.
In demonstrating a highly significant ISE of changing versus steady-state auditory items in a serial
recognition task, the present finding lends support for and extends previous empirical findings
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suggesting that irrelevant speech has the potential to interfere with the coding of the order of the
items to be memorized.
� 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Under certain circumstances, information that is completely irrelevant and that we are
actively trying to ignore still severely disrupts our cognitive performance. A well known
example of this phenomenon is the irrelevant speech effect (Colle & Welsh, 1976; Jones &
Macken, 1993; LeCompte, 1994; Neath, 2000; Salame & Baddeley, 1982; for reviews, see
Banbury, Tremblay, Macken, & Jones, 2001; Jones & Morris, 1992). In a typical irrelevant
speech experiment, lists of visually presented items are presented for immediate serial recall,
while the subjects are exposed to irrelevant auditory material. In attempting to explore the
cause of the effect, previous studies have emphasized either the nature of the irrelevant
sounds or the characteristics of the material to be memorized. The latter approach involves
a careful examination of which tasks produce an effect and which tasks do not. While the
task most frequently employed is a standard serial recall task (e.g. Colle & Welsh, 1976;
Ellermeier & Zimmer, 1997; LeCompte, 1995; Jones, Madden, & Miles, 1992; Salame &
Baddeley, 1982), the effect has been investigated in a range of other tasks, such as free recall
(Beaman & Jones, 1998; LeCompte, 1994; Richardson, 1984; Salame & Baddeley, 1990),
paired associate cued recall (Beaman & Jones, 1997; LeCompte, 1994), a missing item task
(Beaman & Jones, 1997), and probe recall or recognition tasks (Beaman & Jones, 1997; Hen-
son, Hartley, Burgess, Hitch, & Flude, 2003; LeCompte, 1994). The pattern of results
obtained from these studies is rather mixed and is consistent with the notion that when serial
rehearsal is employed by the subjects, an irrelevant speech effect is observed (Beaman &
Jones, 1997; Jones & Macken, 1993; Salame & Baddeley, 1990). Since the effect occurs pri-
marily in tasks that require, or is subject of, maintenance of serial order information, it has
been suggested that the interference is mainly one of confusion between different cues to
serial order, the so called changing state hypothesis (Jones, 1993; Jones, Macken, & Murray,
1993; Jones et al., 1992). Although the precise mechanism behind the interference is not yet
well understood, the argument put forward is that the interference is based on the disruption
of the order of events, so that amodal order cues from the relevant as well as the irrelevant
stream of information may conflict with each other. A comparison of results from the var-
ious tasks employed is complicated by the fact that they often have additional properties in
common other than seriality. In particular, most tasks require that both item and order
information be retained in memory. An ideal task to investigate the sensitivity of mainte-
nance of serial order to irrelevant speech would be one that calls upon order information
but not item information. One task approaching this ideal is serial recognition, also known
as matching span (Allport, 1984; Gathercole, Service, Hitch, Adams, & Martin, 1999; but
see Farrand & Jones, 1996, for an alternative approach). Generally speaking, this task
has several potential benefits when compared to a standard serial recall task. In a typical
serial recognition task, a list of items is presented and then probed by the same list in which
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the order of two adjacent items has been transposed. Due to the re-presentation of the
encoding string, this task only claims memory for order while deemphasizing item informa-
tion, whereas in a serial recall both item and order information is required. It is also the case
that this task does not depend on the preparation and organization of articulatory output
compared to a spoken serial recall task (Gathercole, Pickering, Hall, & Peaker, 2001). As a
consequence, it has proved to be useful when assessing the phonological storage capacity
with individuals with language and speech-motor inabilities (Allport, 1984; Campbell &
Butterworth, 1985; Jarrold, Baddeley, & Phillips, 2002; Martin & Breedin, 1992; Shallice
& Warrington, 1977). An interesting consequence of this field of application is that serial
recognition can prove to be a useful test of phonological short-term memory in experimental
environments in which oral response modes are not applicable, such as in an FMRI setting
(for example, see Gisselgård, Uddén, Fransson, Ingvar & Petersson, in preparation; Hen-
son, Burgess, & Frith, 2000). A third reason for using serial recognition rather than the more
conventional serial recall task is that it is suggested to rely to a lesser extent on long-term
knowledge. Considering that long-term memory knowledge, such as lexicality, can contrib-
ute substantially to serial recall performance implicates that scores on conventional verbal
short-term memory tasks reflect at least in part the interplay between both of these memory
systems. Noticeably, a work by Gathercole et al. (2001) shows that when serial recall for
words and non-words is studied, a large word advantage occurs, but disappears when it
is tested by serial recognition. Similarly, Thorn, Gathercole, and Frankish (2002) find a
large first-language advantage on bilingual serial recall performance, while the recognition
performance was comparable in the two languages. Apart from these differences, both serial
recall and serial recognition are sensitive to vocabulary knowledge and phonological simi-
larity, suggesting that both tasks reflect a common temporary storage of phonological infor-
mation (Gathercole et al., 2001). In addition, serial recognition scores correlate highly with
scores in serial recall of non-words (Gathercole et al., 1999), also suggesting that they reflect
the same phonological short-term capacity. In summary, unlike recall, serial recognition
provides a relatively pure estimate of phonological short-term memory capacity. While sev-
eral previous studies examine irrelevant speech effects in experiments using standard recog-
nition procedures, very few studies have used the serial recognition paradigm together with
irrelevant speech. Henson et al. (2003, Experiment 1) investigated irrelevant speech with this
task, but did not examine the effects of changing state items compared to steady-state items
(cf., the Discussion section). The present study allows a direct comparison between chang-
ing state and steady-state sounds within the serial recognition paradigm. An effect of chang-
ing state sounds vs. steady-state sounds would be consistent with the changing state
prediction, lending support for the claim that changing-state speech has the potential to
interfere with the order of items maintained in short-term memory.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Participants

Sixty-two undergraduate volunteers (28 female; mean age 24 [SD = 3, range 18–32])
with a median of 1.5 (range 0–5) years of university level education participated in the
study. All subjects were naive as to the literature on the irrelevant speech effect and to
the hypothesis being investigated in the study. They were not paid for participating, but
they were informed that a subset of participants would be selected and asked to participate
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in a re-test session in the MR-scanner (Gisselgård, Uddén, Fransson, Ingvar & Petersson,
in preparation). The subjects were pre-screened and none used any medication, nor had a
history of drug abuse (including nicotine), head trauma, neurological or major psychiatric
illness, or family history of neurological or psychiatric illness. The study was approved by
the local Ethics Committee at the Karolinska Hospital (02-361). Informed consent was
obtained from all the subjects.

2.2. Stimuli

In a within subject factorial design, the effects of two levels of irrelevant speech and
three levels of working memory load were investigated.

2.2.1. Visual stimuli
Lists of 6, 8, or 10 digits were generated by random selection without replacement from

the digits 0–9. The visual stimuli were presented with Presentation software v. 0.81 (http://
nbs.neuro-bs.com) and consisted of lists of 6 (‘low load’), 8 (‘medium load’) or 10 (‘high
load’) digits (black text, Tahoma, size 60 on white background) presented in a randomized
order. Half of the lists were followed by a positive probe and half by a negative probe in
which two adjacent digits were randomly transposed (no extreme positioned pairs were
transposed). Working memory load is defined as the number of items per time unit. In
order to have constant presentation times across list lengths, inter-stimulus intervals varied
between conditions. Stimulus offset was set to 850 ms for low load lists, 533 ms for med-
ium load and 350 ms for high memory load lists, giving a total presentation time of 6 s
(6050 ms, 6131 ms and 6150 ms for low, medium and high load lists, respectively1) across
all list lengths. The onset of the digits was 300 ms in all conditions.
2.2.2. Auditory stimuli

The irrelevant speech was present at two levels, a single and a multiple item level. The
single item condition (S) consisted of repetitions of the CV-pseudo-word ‘‘da’’ [da:], while
in the multiple item condition (M), seven phonologically dissimilar CV-syllables (ne [ne], li
[li], to [tu:], vu [vu], py [py], bå [bO:], nö [nœ:]) were presented in a randomized order
(although no repeats were allowed). The auditory items were digitally recorded at
44 kHz 16-bit mono, with a male voice at an approximately even pitch and subsequently
edited in Sony Sound Forge 7.0 (http://www.sony.com/mediasoftware). The multiple items
were digitally shifted in pitch with one semitone between items, giving each item a unique
pitch in an approximate semitone scale with seven tones. Both single and multiple items
were presented at a frequency of 100 items/min. Each list of digits was associated with
either the single item or the multiple item level of irrelevant speech. The speech conditions
as well as the number of correct and incorrect lists were counterbalanced over list lengths.
2.3. Procedure

In each of six experimental blocks, 24 encoding-delay-recognition cycles were pre-
sented in a randomized order. After the word ‘‘Ready’’ was displayed, a list of digits
1 The precision is constrained by the monitor refresh rate (60 Hz).

http://nbs.neuro-bs.com
http://nbs.neuro-bs.com
http://www.sony.com/mediasoftware
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was sequentially presented in the centre of a 17 in. computer screen. Subsequently, a delay
of 4 s was indicated by a symbol (*), and during the following 4 s recognition interval, a
complete new string of digits was presented. The first string of digits was presented serially,
whereas the recognition string was presented simultaneously. During the recognition inter-
val, the subjects were prompted to respond as ‘‘correct’’ or ‘‘incorrect’’ by clicking on the
left or right mouse button, respectively. Reaction times were collected with an external
standard mouse device that did not move. This method is considered to be accurate
although it can produce a small and stable delay (31 ± 2 ms) (Segalowitz & Graves,
1990). The next list appeared 3 s after the recognition period, independent of whether
the subjects had responded or not, in a paced paradigm. The subjects were encouraged
to answer both as correctly and as quickly as possible, to guess if they did not know
the correct response and were informed that only the first response in each list would
be scored. They were also told that negative probes would only differ in the order of
two adjacent items. The irrelevant speech was presented through headphones at a loud
but not uncomfortable level2 during the full presentation-delay-probe cycle of each trial.
The subjects were instructed to ignore any sounds presented in the headphones and to
memorize the digits in groups of two or three by subvocal rehearsal. Overt vocal rehearsal
was discouraged. After two short (12 lists in each) trial blocks, the subjects commended
with the six experimental blocks. These lasted for 6 min 50 s each. Between each experi-
mental block subjects were allowed a short break of about a minute before they engaged
in the next experimental block. The complete session took about 45 min. After the test, the
subjects were asked about their mnemonic strategy and the perceived difficulty of each
memory load as well as the subjective susceptibility to the irrelevant sounds.

3. Results

3.1. Accuracy

Performance was measured as the percentage of the correct responses in correct as well
as incorrect lists. On average, the proportions of correct responses (chance level = 0.5)
were 80% (SD = 9) for the lists presented with a single item background and 77%
(SD = 8) for the lists presented with a multiple items background. The distribution of indi-
vidual effect sizes, as measured by S–M scores, is displayed in Fig. 1.

The probability correct for the different levels of working memory load was 91%
(SD = 7), 78% (SD = 10) and 66% (SD = 9), on the low, medium and high load, respec-
tively. The probability correct for the different list types was 80% (SD = 9) for correct lists
(positive probes) and 76% (SD = 11) for incorrect lists (negative probes). The data were
approximately normally distributed. The experimental design was 2 · 2 · 3 factorial, with
two levels of list type (positive or negative probes), two levels of irrelevant speech (chang-
ing or steady-state), and three levels of working memory load (6, 8 or 10 items). A three-
way repeated measures ANOVA revealed a significant irrelevant speech effect
[F(1,61) = 14.6, MSe = 0.02, p < 0.001] and a significant main effect of working memory
2 Since the intensity of sound has been previously shown not to interact with the irrelevant speech effect within
the range of a whisper to a shout (Colle & Welsh, 1976; Ellermeier & Hellbrueck, 1998), the volume was on some
occasions adjusted according to the subjects’ preference. A condition was that it should be fairly loud but that the
level itself should not be a nuisance.
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Fig. 1. Box-plot of the distribution of individual irrelevant speech effects as measured by S–M scores.
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load [F(2,122) = 266.6, MSe = 0.01, p < 0.001], as well a significant main effect of list type
[F(1, 61) = 4.8, MSe = 0.06, p < 0.05]. None of the interactions reached significance
(F < 1.2). A sphericity test was performed on the ANOVA. With the exception of a
type · load interaction, none of the other terms in this test reached significance. Thus, it
was concluded that the sphericity assumption was satisfactorily met. The varied speech
exerted a decrement in performance that was approximately evenly distributed, although
slightly diminished, across working memory loads (Fig. 2a). Planned comparisons con-
firmed that there was a significant simple main effect of irrelevant speech at the low
[F(1, 61) = 21.4, MSe = 0.008, p < 0.001] and medium loads [F(1,61) = 5.72, MSe = 0.02,
p < 0.05], but not at the high load (p = 0.20). Analysis of these and subsequent perfor-
mance data using arcsin transformations or a guessing correction of hits minus false
alarms gave equivalent results. In addition, a signal detection analysis was performed,
in which a discrimination index d 0 is calculated as a measure of performance which is inde-
pendent of response bias (Hochhaus, 1972). The discrimination index is the distance
between the mean hit-rate and the false alarm-rate in units of standard deviations. A
two-way repeated measures ANOVA (irrelevant speech · working memory load) of the
d 0-data revealed equivalent results with the accuracy analysis based on percent correct.
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA performed on the bias-data was non-significant.

In order to examine the relationship between individual working memory capacity
scores and effects of irrelevant speech, linear correlations (Pearson r) were calculated
between performance scores (mean percent correct) and irrelevant speech effects (single
vs. multiple items) at each level of working memory load. Although weak correlations
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were observed at the low (r = �0.29, p < 0.05) and high (r = 0.16, n.s.) working memory
loads, the correlation at the medium load was close to zero (r = 0.02, n.s.).

3.2. Speed

The mean reaction times (RT) for each condition are reported in Table 1. A repeated
measures ANOVA showed a significant main effect of load [F(2, 122) = 63.8, MSe =
0.13, p < 0.001] and sound [F(1, 61) = 19.0, MSe = 0.04, p < 0.001], but not of list type
[F(1,61) = 1.35, MSe = 0.09]. There was also a significant interaction between sound
and load [F(2,122) = 10.2, MSe = 0.05, p < 0.001], while the remaining interactions were
not significant. Planned comparisons showed that subjects responded significantly faster
during the single item auditory background compared to the multiple item level at the
low [F(1, 61) = 28.2 MSe = 0.044, p < 0.001] and medium loads [F(1,61) = 7.07, MSe =
0.046, p < 0.01]. However, at the high working memory load, reaction times did not differ
to a significant degree (p = 0.20).
Table 1
Mean reaction times (s) in recognition for the low, medium and high working memory load

Irrelevant stimuli Working memory load

Low Medium High

M SD M SD M SD

Single items 1.51 0.27 2.18 0.37 2.60 0.41
Multiple items 1.65 0.30 2.25 0.37 2.56 0.40
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3.3. Serial position effects

Serial position effects on negative probes are displayed in Fig. 3. Data from each level of
working memory load was subjected to a repeated measures ANOVA with the serial
position as a within-factor. For the low load condition, the ANOVA was significant
[F(2, 122) = 4.14, MSe = 0.06, p < 0.05]. A post-hoc test (Newman Keuls) revealed that
there was a significant effect only between the second and third position (p < 0.05). There
were no significant effects of serial position in the medium [F(4, 244) = 1.23, MSe = 0.04,
p = 0.29] or high load conditions [F(6, 366) = 1.62, MSe = 0.12, p = 0.14].

3.4. Subjective reports

In the post-experimental questionnaire, 35 subjects stated that the multiple item sound
was the most disturbing, and 19 stated that it was more difficult to perform during the sin-
gle item sound. Eight subjects perceived the sounds to be equally disturbing. Including this
subjective measure into the above ANOVA of percent correct as a categorical predictor
(factor), it came out as not significant (F < 1). However, there was a significant interaction
between this factor and irrelevant speech, that is, the magnitude of the effect of varied
speech was dependant on what sound the subjects perceived was the most difficult
[F(2, 59) = 3.98, MSe = 0.02, p < 0.05]. A post-hoc Tukey test revealed that this difference
was significant only for those subjects that had stated the multiple item background to be
the most demanding (p < 0.001). Apparently, subjective ratings of difficulty were less
reflective of the actual performance in the single item than in the multiple item condition.
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No other interaction effects were significant in this analysis, while the main effects of sound
(p < 0.05), load (p < 0.001) and type (p < 0.05) remained significant.

The perceived difficulty was rated by the subjects on a visual analogue scale ranging
from 0 to 100 mm, revealing a linear increase across the levels of working memory load
(Fig. 2b). All subjects reported that they had mainly used the suggested mnemonic strat-
egy, where digits most commonly were memorized in pairs or triplets. Twenty-five subjects
specifically stated that they had also used one or several complementary strategies. These
strategies could be classified as being either associative (for example, associating numbers
with years of historic or personal value), trend sensitive (upward or downward tendency of
the numbers), visual (some subjects stated they created an inner vision of a part of the digit
sequence), or melodic (a few subjects reported that they remembered the digits in a tuneful
fashion). Some subjects also reported that the digit zero was left out of the remembered
sequence as a ‘‘blank space’’.

4. Discussion

The present experiment was designed in order to isolate the effect of varied speech
attributed to a disruption of serial order information by contrasting changing state with
steady-state auditory items in a serial recognition task. The results demonstrated a highly
significant changing state effect of multiple vs. single auditory items. In the serial recogni-
tion paradigm, memory for the order between adjacent items is crucial, while minimal
demands are put on the representation of content due to the re-presentation of the items
at test. This contrasts with serial recall, which requires the storage of both item and order
information. Consequently, the results of the present experiment add strong support for
and extend previous empirical findings (Beaman & Jones, 1997; Henson et al., 2003; Jones
& Macken, 1993), claiming that irrelevant varied speech has the potential to interfere with
the coding of the order of the items to be memorized.

Although the vast majority of studies on the irrelevant speech effect employ some var-
iation of the serial recall task, effects have been reported in recognition tasks as well. In
specific, irrelevant speech effects have been found in both item probe recognition (LeCo-
mpte, 1994) as well as in list probe (i.e., ‘matching span’) recognition (Henson et al., 2003).
Item probe tasks call for the recognition of a single item rather than a sequence of items, as
does a list probe task. Thus, an item probe task makes no explicit demand for serial order
memory and should not produce an irrelevant speech effect according to the changing state
prediction. In experiments 5A–C of LeCompte’s study (1994), lists of 8, 12 and 16 items to
be memorized were used. Single items or pairs of items (target plus lure) were used as
probes and the irrelevant auditory background consisted of non-words, while continuous
or bursts of white noise were used as a control. Contrary to the theoretical expectation, the
irrelevant speech produced significant effects in the order of 5–10%. However, these results
have failed to replicate in subsequent experiments in which the subjects’ rehearsal strate-
gies were taken into consideration (Beaman & Jones, 1997). Beaman and Jones argue that
even though the recognition tasks employed by LeCompte make no explicit demands for
the maintenance of serial order, subjects may still have used a strategy based on serial
rehearsal. Following this line of reasoning, the recognition task in LeCompte’s study
shares the serial rehearsal component as the serial recognition task used in the present
study. A common procedure when analysing data from serial recall tasks is to produce
serial position curves. A linear slope with primacy and recency effects is thought to reflect
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the serial processing of the to-be remembered items. Taken together, the results from the
present serial position analysis show some evidence of interaction between accuracy and
position. The line plot at the medium level of working memory load bears some resem-
blance to the serial position curve typically found in serial recall tasks (see Fig. 3). How-
ever, the pattern is rather mixed for the different working memory loads, probably in part
reflecting floor effects at the medium and high levels of working memory load. Considering
also the limited range of possible transitions, the results should be treated with caution.

In a study by Henson et al. (2003, Experiment 1), a task called ‘list probe’ was used that
was similar to the one in the present study. Lists of 5, 6, or 7 letters were followed by either
positive or negative list-probes. The irrelevant speech consisted of spoken sentences. An
item probe task served as a control task in which a single positive or negative probe
appeared, and thus the serial order of items was not explicitly required. Apart from a
small, non-significant effect, the item probe task did not produce a significant effect of
irrelevant speech, consistent with the results of Beaman and Jones (1997). The list probe
task produced a moderate (8%) irrelevant speech effect compared to a quiet background.
However, a consequence of using a speech vs. quiet comparison is that it is difficult to
interpret what quality of the speech was interfering with the visual input. The changing
state hypothesis holds that the key feature of speech which causes the interference with
short-term memory is that it is changing in states. In order to be able to extend the effect
as explained by the changing state hypothesis to the serial recognition task, an effect has to
persist when contrasting changing with steady-state irrelevant auditory items.

The observed effect of varied speech was relatively small (4%). Considering the closely
matched auditory conditions, however, this effect possibly reflects a disruption in short-term
memory for serial order brought about by the phonological and/or pitch variability in the
multiple auditory stream of information. In comparison, unspecific speech vs. quiet com-
parisons typically produce smaller effects. For example, there is a minor effect in the item
probe task of Henson et al.’s study (2003), consistent with similar findings of irrelevant
speech effects in tasks where serial order is not required and in which a quiet control is used
(Beaman & Jones, 1997). In keeping with this observation, there is typically a small task
unspecific effect of steady-state sounds as well. Notably, in both Experiments 3 and 4 of
Jones et al.’s study (1992), the effect of steady-state sounds compared to quiet also disrupted
the performance by 3% and in Experiment 4, this effect was significant. This and similar
observations (Jones, 1994, Experiment 1; LeCompte, 1995, Experiment 1–4) have led to
the suggestion that the irrelevant speech effect consists of two effects: one specific to tasks
that require memory for serial order, and one more subtle effect that is unspecific in the sense
that it affects any task requiring attention and memory (cf. LeCompte, 1996; Neath, 2000).
The present results show a difference between multiple and single auditory conditions, and is
therefore not a general speech versus quiet effect. Generally speaking, changing-state sounds
compared to steady-state sounds in controlled laboratory settings consistently produce an
irrelevant sound effect of 5–15%. In keeping with the changing state hypothesis, this effect
shares the same underlying mechanisms as the considerably larger effect seen with natural-
istic speech, typically producing a disruption in performance in the order of 15–30% (Colle
& Welsh, 1976) or even 50% (Ellermeier & Zimmer, 1997). It remains an open question,
however, whether these effects are only quantitatively different from each other.

The general increase in RT due to the working memory load observed in the present
experiment is consistent with the earlier findings that RT increase with list length, approx-
imated by a linear function (Sternberg, 1969). The best linear fit gave a slope of 250 ms/item
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increased in working memory load. This is a slope close to other tasks which are thought to
require serial rehearsal and too slow to merely reflect a visual search task (Henson et al.,
2003). Subjects used significantly more time to respond during the multiple item sound com-
pared to the single item sound at the low and medium working memory loads. The absolute
difference was 140 ms at the low load, which is almost 10% of the total reaction time. In
terms of relative RT-effects, this can be considered as a large effect. For example, the stroop
task consistently produces differences between congruent and incongruent conditions of 20–
40 ms or 5% of the total reaction time (Atkinson, Drysdale, & Fulham, 2003; Khateb,
Michel, Pegna, Landis, & Annoni, 2000). In a cross-modality dual-task, interference of
auditory choice RT task by a visual encoding task showed prolonged RT of 50 ms or 7%
(Azuma, Prinz, & Koch, 2004). In a recent study by Hadlington, Bridges, and Darby
(2004), prolonged reaction times due to irrelevant speech was reported. In comparison to
the present study, the effect size was considerably smaller (30 ms), while both studies share
mean reaction times of about two seconds. The study of Hadlington et al. used similar visual
and auditory stimuli, and the task required memory of serial order of five consonants, com-
parable to the low working memory load conditions in the present study. It should be noted
that in the study of Hadlington et al. a quiet control condition was used, while the present
study used repeated single items as a baseline. The accepted figures for mean simple reaction
times for visual stimuli measured with college-age individuals have been about 190 ms (Gal-
ton, 1899; Welford, 1980). Hence, it is not likely that the RT-effect in the present experiment
could be explained by elevated times of planning and executing a motor response, since this
would have doubled the time to execute the motor response. Furthermore, earlier RT-data
from a study by Salame and Baddeley (1986) could not show that irrelevant speech extended
reaction times in three different simple decision tasks, for instance, one where subjects had
to decide whether two letters were the same or different. These negative findings support the
suggestion that irrelevant speech does not simply elevate the time to perform simple tasks as
these decision tasks, or the motor response part of a more complex task, but rather slows
down higher cognitive processes. However, the small effect size from the study of Hadling-
ton et al. does not support this view. A possible explanation for this discrepancy is that a
larger effect was not captured in Hadlington et al.’s study due to ceiling effects in perfor-
mance, as indicated by the low error rates reported. Conversely, floor effects in the perfor-
mance data of the present study might explain the absence of a difference in RT between the
speech conditions at the high level of load.

A common procedure in short-term memory experiments is to use different loads in
order to allow ceiling or floor effects in overall performance levels. In the study of Henson
et al. (2003), lists of 5, 6, and 7 items were used, while in the present study lists of 6, 8 and
10 items were used. The present results showed a clear effect of working memory load on
the performance of the subjects, with a performance level of about 90% at the lowest load,
and about 65% at the highest load. The linearity in performance data in relation to work-
ing memory load is paralleled by the subjective reports of the perceived difficulty of the
task at the different levels of load (Fig. 2). Considering that the chance level is 50%, the
low mean score on the high level of working memory load suggests that the working mem-
ory capacity was reaching its limits. Load and capacity are interrelated concepts, such that
when load is increased, the working memory capacity reaches its limits. Previous findings
show that subjects are likely to abandon phonological coding when performance rates
drop below some critical level. In keeping with this hypothesis, the subjective reports indi-
cated that the subjects engaged in a number of additional strategies besides subvocal
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rehearsal. In particular, we were interested in knowing whether a clearly supra-span mem-
ory load would be associated with a decreased irrelevant speech effect. While there was a
slight tendency for such a decrement, this has to be investigated further before any conclu-
sions can be drawn. Examining the main effects of irrelevant speech and working memory
load at a group level might have little to say about the relationship between individual
working memory capacity and the ability to sustain irrelevant distractors. It has been sug-
gested that while high perceptual load prevents distractor interference, high ‘executive’
load increases interference by irrelevant distractors (Lavie, 2005). This hypothesis implies
that the individual working memory capacity scores of the subjects in the present study
might correlate negatively with their sensitivity to irrelevant speech, such that the better
they perform on the serial recognition task, the better they cope with the irrelevant speech.
While there was some support for this suggestion at the low level of working memory load
(r = �0.29), the medium and high levels of load showed virtually no correlation. Lavie’s
hypothesis is however based mainly on studies conducted using stimuli within a single,
usually visual, modality and might not apply to the effects of irrelevant speech. A few stud-
ies have examined cross-modal effects, but the results from these studies are rather mixed.
Overall, our results suggest that there is no linear relation between visual short-term mem-
ory capacity and the ability to sustain irrelevant speech, consistent with the previous find-
ings (Beaman, 2004; Ellermeier & Zimmer, 1997; Neath, Farley, & Surprenant, 2003).
5. Conclusion

The results of the present experiment demonstrated a significant effect of varied irrele-
vant speech when comparing multiple versus single auditory items in a serial recognition
task. This task has several potential benefits when compared to a standard serial recall
task. Most importantly, serial recognition requires primarily that serial order is main-
tained in short-term memory, while minimizing the need for a representation of the con-
tent of the presented items. In demonstrating a significant effect between the degree of
interference of multiple and single auditory items, a measure uncontaminated of general
sound vs. quiet effects, the present finding adds to the notion of the sequential specificity
of the irrelevant speech effect and extends it to the serial recognition paradigm.
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